Migration of neural precursor cells derived from olfactory bulb in cochlear nucleus exposed to an augmented acoustic environment.
The regeneration of the auditory neural system remains a challenge in hearing restoration. Acoustic signals may induce a site-specific cell replacement in the auditory system. This hypothesis was tested with grafted implantation of neural precursor cells (NPCs) along the cochlear nucleus in the adult host followed by an augmented acoustic stimulation. NPCs were obtained from the olfactory bulbs at embryonic day 14-16 and were transplanted into the inside border of cochlear nucleus. The labeled cells survived at least 2 weeks, verified by Hoechst 33342 fluorescence, and by immunostaining for a neuronal marker. In some cases NPCs had migrated directionally to the root of the auditory nerve. This observation demonstrates the survival and migration of NPCs from the olfactory bulb (OB) along the adult auditory nerve in an augmented acoustic environment following implantation.